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Cooperative reliable response from sloppy gene-expression dynamics
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Gene expression dynamics satisfying given input-output relationships were investigated by evolv-
ing the networks for an optimal response. We found three types of networks and corresponding
dynamics, depending on the sensitivity of gene expression dynamics: direct response with straight
paths, amplified response by a feed-forward network, and cooperative response with a complex net-
work. When the sensitivity of each gene’s response is low and expression dynamics is sloppy, the
last type is selected, in which many genes respond collectively to inputs, with local-excitation and
global-inhibition structures. The result provides an insight into how a reliable response is achieved
with unreliable units, and on why complex networks with many genes are adopted in cells.
Information processing based on the on/off behaviors
of units is ubiquitous and essential in biological systems,
such as in neural and gene regulatory systems. The re-
sponse of each unit is not as reliable as digital units in
computers and often shows a sloppy response. Then,
the question arises as to how reliable information pro-
cessing can be achieved with such sloppy units. Indeed,
in his pioneering publication, von Neumann addressed
such a question, with reliable computation from unreli-
able units, and proposed the majority rule by averaging
the outputs of multiple unreliable units [1].
This question is not restricted to computation by un-
reliable electronic elements or neurons. On/off behaviors
are also common in gene expressions, from which cellular
outputs depending upon inputs are generated. These ex-
pression dynamics are also not digital. The sensitivity of
each expression is gentle compared to the step function.
Indeed, the Hill coefficient n representing this sensitivity
is typically 2 ∼ 4 [2–5] (the step function is realized for
n → ∞). Then, how reliable output is generated from
such sloppy gene expressions has to be explored.
To explore the cellular input-output (I/O) behavior of
gene expression patterns or other biochemical reactions,
network analysis is often adopted. In particular, the roles
of simple network motifs with a few nodes are widely
identified. Considering simple on/off units and network
motifs with a few nodes, appropriate I/O behaviors can
be designed as in logical circuits. Indeed, such architec-
ture is sometimes observed in biological networks [6, 7]. If
the units are digital, the desired output can be designed
by simply combining the motifs. However, the question
remains how reliable I/O behaviors are generated when
sloppy units are adopted.
Note that, in most real biological systems, the net-
work structure is not as simple as expected from a series
of network motifs. Paths in the gene regulatory network
(GRN) are intermingled, and independent motifs are dif-
ficult to extract. For example, studies using DNA mi-
croarrays of yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have shown
that more than half of the genes in GRN respond to ev-
ery environmental changes [8–10]. Moreover, their re-
sponses are often continuous, not digital, between on/off
states. Several studies have shown that many genes (i.e.,
50%–70%) exhibit adaptive responses (i.e. up-down or
down-up transient response) with respect to the inputs
[11–13]. These observations cannot be explained with a
combination of motifs constituting logic circuits.
Here we explore how expression dynamics by a regu-
latory network of multiple genes shape appropriate I/O
relationships. By using a genetic algorithm for network
selection, we uncover three distinct types of dynamics to
achieve a proper I/O relationship: direct, feed-forward,
and cooperative networks. In the cooperative type, a re-
liable I/O relationship is generated from units with low
Hill coefficients, and local excitation and global inhibi-
tion (LEGI) are revealed as its characteristic behavior.
We adopt a simplified GRN model [14–19]. It is com-
posed of N genes as nodes in the network, which are
divided into three types: NI input genes receiving ex-
ternal inputs, NT target genes providing the output and
determining the fitness of the cell, and NM middle-layer
genes (ML-genes) that transmit the input to the target
(NI+NT+NM = N). We consider one-to-one correspon-
dences between an input and a target gene, so that we set
NI = NT by assigning the nodes 1, . . . , NI as the input
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FIG. 1: (left) Schematic view of the GRN model. Each cir-
cle represents a gene with expression level xi and arrows with
solid red lines (broken blue lines) show excitatory (inhibitory)
interactions. The target gene (k′ = N − NT + k) should re-
spond upon the external input on the input gene k specifically.
(right) Definition of our evaluation function. The input (Ik)
is shown by the broken line, and the response of the corre-
sponding target gene is shown by the solid line. xinii and x
fin
i
are defined as the average values over some time span.
2genes, N −NI +1, . . . , N as the target genes, while leav-
ing others as ML-genes (Fig.1). Below, we first present
the result for N = 100, NI = 5 and NM = 90, and show
the generality of the result later.
Through suitable normalization, the expression level
of a gene is represented by a variable xi = [0, 1](i =
1, . . . , N), with the maximal expression level scaled to
unity. The time evolution of the expression is given as
follows:
dxi
dt
=
1
1 + exp [−β(yi − yT )]
− γxi, (1)
γ = 1 +
1
NT
NT∑
j=1
xN−NT+j. (2)
The first term in Eq.(1) represents interactions with other
genes, where yi = Ikδik +
∑N
j=1 Cijxj is the total sig-
nal that the ith gene receives with δik as the Kronecker
delta for k = 1, . . . , NI . Ik shows the external input
on the kth input gene. Cij represents the regulation
from gene j to i, with 1 (excitatory), −1 (inhibitory),
and 0 (non-existent). Here the input genes do not re-
ceive regulation from others (Cij = 0 for i = 1, . . . , NI)
and the target genes do not regulate others (Cji = 0 for
i = N − NT + 1, . . . , N). yT denotes a constant thresh-
old and β determines response sensitivity corresponding
to the Hill coefficient. For simplicity, we assume that all
genes in a network have the same yT and β values. As β
becomes larger, the first term approaches a step function
with a threshold yT . The second term represents degra-
dation and we assume that the degradation depends on
the total expression levels of the target genes (Eq.(2))
(see below).
Initially, the expression level of each gene is set to a
randomly chosen level between 0 and 1, and evolves ac-
cording to Eq.(1) with Ik = 0(k = 1, . . . , NI), until xi
reaches a steady state. Then, the external input on a
single input gene is applied at t = 0, by switching to
Il = I
∗, Ij = 0(j 6= l). I
∗ is set to 5, whereas the results
below are not affected as long as I∗ ≫ yT .
For evolution, the paths in the regulation matrix Cij
are mutated and such a Cij is selected according to the
following fitness condition: We assume that the target
gene N−NT+k should respond following the application
of Ik (k = 1, . . . , NI), and the fitness is defined as the
average of responses against each Ik. It is given as the
difference between the final and initial expression levels
of the corresponding target as
fitness =
1
NI
NI∑
k=1
(xfinN−NT+k − x
ini
N−NT+k
). (3)
where xfinj is the temporal average of xj between T1 <
t < T2 for sufficiently large T1 and T2 and xinij is the
average between −T0 < t < 0.
Note that Eq.(3) might allow for the trivial solution in
which all target genes respond to any input, rather than
a one-to-one response. To eliminate such a possibility,
and also to take into account the cost of the expression,
a punishment term is included in the definition of γ in
Eq.(2), so that the expression of target genes will give the
dilution of each expression xi (one could also interpret
that the cell volume increases in proportion to the ex-
pression of proteins). Hence, expressing all target genes
will result in a decrease in the fitness.
For the next generation, the network structure, i.e. the
regulation matrix Cij , is slightly modified by ”mutation”,
whereas the parameters are kept unchanged. In the mu-
tation process, we fix the number of paths and swap the
connection with a small mutation rate (1 or 3 paths are
mutated on average for every process). For each genera-
tion, 100 networks are prepared and 25 networks with
the highest fitness (Eq.(3)) are selected. From these,
100/25 = 4 mutant networks are generated and the se-
lection process is repeated with the 100 newly generated
networks as a simple genetic algorithm.
After the evolution, the highest fitness with one-to-one
correspondence between input-target pairs is achieved,
regardless of β and yT values. In an ideal situation, only
the corresponding target gene responds by changing from
xinii = 0 to x
fin
i = x
∗. Then, the steady-state solution
in Eq.(1) with γ = 1 + x∗/NI leads to x
∗ = (−NI +√
NI(NI + 4))/2 which is ≈ 0.85 in the case of NI = 5.
The maximal fitness value of Eq.(3) is also given by x∗.
The responses of the ML-genes do not affect the fit-
ness function in Eq.(3) at all. However, according to
their behaviors, three distinct types of the evolved dy-
namics are uncovered, depending on β and yT values. In
the first type that appears for a large β and intermediate
yT , only a small number of ML-genes show monotonic in-
FIG. 2: Three types of behaviors of the ML-genes. The fittest
networks with (a) β = 100, yT = 0.5, (b) β = 10
1.5, yT =
0.875, (c) β =
√
10, yT = 0.25. (upper) xj(t) − xinij at t =
0, 1, . . . , 20 as the abscissa is plotted by using the color map,
with j as the vertical axis, for the application of each Ik (k =
1, . . . , 5). (lower) Temporal changes in the expression levels
of all 90 ML-genes are overlaid when I1 is applied.
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FIG. 3: Typical example of each type of core structure. See
text for the definition of a core structure. Gray and black
circles show input and output genes, respectively, and the
numbers indicate their correspondences. Red bold arrows
represent excitatory regulations and blue dotted arrows de-
note inhibitory regulations. The same networks with Fig.2
are used.
crease. Each ML-gene responds to specific, usually only
one, external inputs and remains unchanged for other
inputs (Fig.2 (a)). In the second type for large β and
large yT , the number of responding ML-genes increases,
but they still respond only to each specific input (Fig.2
(b)). Some show monotonic increase or decrease, and few
others show non-monotonic, adaptive responses between
on- (xi ∼ 1) and off- (xi ∼ 0) states. Many (more than
half) ML-genes do not respond to any inputs, even if they
are connected to responding ML-genes, due to inhibitory
regulations from others. In the third type, unlike the pre-
vious two types, almost all ML-genes respond whenever
any external inputs occur. This type appears for small β
or small yT values. Each of the ML-genes shows different
responses to different inputs. Not only monotonic but
also adaptive responses are observed in both increasing
and decreasing directions (Fig.2 (c)).
These three types show different characteristics in the
network structure. Results from network motif analysis
are shown in Supplemental Material 1. However, the dif-
ferences in the network structure are clearer when com-
pared with a core structure; the core structure is obtained
by removing a path randomly, one-by-one, as long as the
corresponding target gene response to each input is pre-
served, even if it may be a bit lower (this condition is
given by keeping fitness > 0.7) (Fig.3).
The core structure of the first type simply connects
an input gene and the corresponding target gene inde-
pendently with a straight excitatory interaction (Direct
type; Fig.3 (a)). Each input-target pair is connected via
one or a few ML-genes. This is the type we can eas-
ily design as the fittest network with the current fitness
condition, for digital units with large β. In the second
type, a feed-forward (FF) network structure that inde-
pendently connects each input gene to the corresponding
target pair is formed. The external input is amplified
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FIG. 4: (left) The correspondence relation between input and
target genes in the cooperative type. The yi values of target
genes (ordinate) when each Ik (k = 1, . . . , 5) is applied (ab-
scissa) are shown. Each target gene receives an excitatory reg-
ulation in the case of the corresponding Ik and an inhibitory
regulation on other occasions. (right) Simple network exam-
ples with the LEGI structure. The fitness values are 0.372
(top) and 0.506 (bottom) with β =
√
10 and yT = 0.25.
with this FF structure, which is relevant to a unit with
larger yT (FF-network type; Fig.3 (b)). The third type
is not as simple as the previous two types and contains
many ML-genes connected to each other, both with ex-
citatory and inhibitory interactions (Cooperative type;
Fig.3 (c)). No input-target pair is independent and most
ML-genes are shared by several pairs.
In Fig.3 (c), all input genes are indirectly connected
to all target genes and each input gene gives excitatory
regulations (yi > yT ) to the single corresponding target
gene and inhibitory regulations (yi < yT ) to other targets
(LEGI; Fig.4). In contrast, the core structures of the Di-
rect and the FF-network types are composed only of the
local-excitation, without global inhibition. However, sim-
ple networks artificially designed by local-excitation and
homogeneous or random global-inhibitory regulations re-
sult in much lower fitness, ∼ 0.5 at most (Fig.4). Some
delicately balanced inhibitory regulations in the evolved
networks are essential for high fitness.
The phase diagrams of the three types in terms of β
and yT are given in Fig.5. The phase boundaries are es-
timated as follows: Let J(y) = 1/(1 + exp[−β(y − yT )])
from Eq.(1). First, if the slope of J(y) at y = yT that
determines the on/off sensitivity of each gene is less than
unity, a cooperative effect from multiple genes is needed
to create an on/off response. Hence, the non-cooperative
types exist for dJ
dyi
(yT ) > 1, i.e. for β > 4. Second,
to achieve a high fitness value, xiniN−NT+k ∼ 0 is needed.
For a steady-state expression level without an interaction
term, this postulates J(0) ∼ 0 (i.e., for non-cooperative
types), whereas inhibitory regulations from ML-genes are
necessary if J(0) ≫ 0 (the Cooperative type). Third,
J(x∗)/γ gives an expression level of a gene that receives
an excitatory regulation from a single highly expressed
gene, where x∗ is the maximal steady-state expression
level as already defined. For the Direct type, high expres-
sion just by a single regulation is needed, i.e., J(x∗) ∼ 1
(or ≫ yT ), otherwise signal amplifications are necessary
(J(x∗)≪ 1; the FF-network type).
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FIG. 5: Phase diagrams with regard to β (abscissa) and yT
(ordinate). Phase diagram based on the core structures (top
left); Direct type (purple +), FF-network type (green ×), and
Cooperative type (blue ∗). The number ratio of responding
ML-genes (top right), fitness value of core structures (bottom
left), and total number of genes for constructing core struc-
tures (bottom right) are shown by using three fittest networks
independently evolved with each β and yT value.
The latter two conditions are estimated by approxi-
mating J(y) by J˜(y) = 0(y 6 yT −
2
β
), β
4
(y − yT ) +
1
2
(yT −
2
β
6 y 6 yT +
2
β
), 1(yT +
2
β
6 y). Accordingly,
the boundaries are estimated as follows: J˜(0) ∼ 0 leads
to yT =
2
β
, and J˜(x∗) ∼ 1 leads to yT = x
∗ − 2
β
. Hence,
besides the line β = 4, the curve yT =
2
β
gives a bound-
ary between the Cooperative and other two types, and
the curve yT = x
∗ − 2
β
gives that between the Direct
and the FF-network types. These simple estimations of
the phase boundaries, as depicted in Fig.5, roughly agree
with the numerical result. Finally, it is interesting to
note that around the boundary of the FF-network and
the Cooperative types, a mixed network evolves with a
core structure combining 5 feed-forward subnetworks to
one (Supplemental Material 2).
In this letter, we show that the optimal network struc-
ture for information processing differs depending on its
units’ reliability defined by the response sensitivity β
corresponding to the Hill coefficient and the threshold
yT . Direct paths connecting an input and a target gene
straightforwardly in a line are sufficient when units are re-
liable (large β and intermediate yT ; Direct type) whereas
FF-network for signal amplification evolve when yT is
larger (FF-network type). In these two types, each I/O
relationship is achieved independently. On another front,
networks that achieve the I/O relationships collectively
are selected for units with smaller β (Cooperative type).
All target genes are connected to all input genes exhibit-
ing LEGI.
We have also confined the generality of the three phases
we found here, in particular, the Cooperative type for
small β (Supplemental Material 3). First, the three
phases exist regardless of NI and NM , although there
exists a lower bound for NM to achieve the Cooperative
type. Furthermore, the dependence of the boundary be-
tween the Direct and the FF-network types upon NI is in
agreement with the estimate based on x∗. Second, even
if a constant γ is adopted instead of Eq.(2), the three
phases are obtained by revising the fitness so that the
single corresponding target gene is expressed.
It is interesting to note that the Cooperative type
shows characteristic features common with those ob-
served in biological systems. First, a many-to-many cor-
respondence between external inputs and ML-genes; al-
most all the ML-genes respond to a variety of different
inputs. Such a relationship has been reported in the
expression patterns of yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Diverse responses far beyond the Direct or FF-network
types have been observed [8, 9]. Moreover, many gene ex-
pressions are known to exhibit adaptive, non-monotonic
transient responses as a result of complex regulations, as
found in our study.
Previously, cooperative adaptive responses in complex
GRNs with many genes were revealed to achieve adaptive
behavior as outputs [19]. Here, we found that coopera-
tive responses were relevant, just to create simple I/O
relationships with sloppy units. The response sensitivity
of each unit in our model and in the Hill equation can
be related as n ∼ βyT [20]. Note that in the gene ex-
pression in a cell, the Hill coefficient is typically 2 ∼ 4
[2–5], which corresponds to near the boundary of the co-
operative phase in Fig.5. Cooperative response by an
intermingled network of many elements will be a general
strategy in cellular systems.
The collective and reliable computation with unreliable
units was pioneered by von Neumann, where error cor-
rection by the simple averaging of such units was adopted
[1]. In contrast, the cooperative response we uncovered
here adopts the LEGI network, where the balance be-
tween local excitation and global inhibition is a key fea-
ture. Indeed, such a global inhibition in space was often
adopted in biological systems as the global diffusion of
inhibitors [21–24], whereas the global inhibition in our
study is shaped in the network space. Detection of the
LEGI structure by the global analysis of gene expression
patterns and cellular pathways will be important in the
future.
Many networks in biological systems are huge and com-
plex, and look redundant for the demanded function. It
is often pointed out that such redundant networks are
relevant in terms of robustness to mutations or noise
[17, 25, 26]. Our result provides another perspective:
achievement of appropriate I/O relationships from unre-
liable, sloppy units.
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